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MONTHLY MEETINGS – Details & Info
CAHI’s regular monthly meetings are held at the Best Western located at  

201 Washington Ave (RT 5), North Haven. Meetings are also broadcast via Zoom. 
Meetings are still free to members but RESERVATIONS are a MUST.  

Reservations can be made at our CAHI website.
Most meetings are on the fourth Wednesday of the month from 7-9pm. Guests 

are always welcome! Guests may attend 2 free monthly meetings to experience 
our presentations, meet our members, and receive a CE attendance certificate.

Joining CAHI may be done at anytime of the year through our Membership Page.
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Meeting Dates!

May 25th

Tri City Heating and Cooling
High Efficiency Gas Systems

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••

June 22nd

TBD

Presidents Corner
 This is a long presidents corner, but I want to address all the factors 
affecting the current market. While I have had many conversations 
about walk and talks and waiving home inspections over the last few 
months, there is much more to it than that.

When the market is normal, everybody eats. Realtors make money 
selling houses. Sellers are happy because they can sell their home 
and move on. Buyers are happy because they can buyer their dream 
home and settle in. Home inspectors are happy because they do their 
inspections including testing and other add ons.  But again, the market 
can and does change.

Lack of inventory continues to be the major issue regarding this mar-
ket. The first quarter of 2022 has seen further appreciation in sales 
prices and a significant decline in unit sales.  Pending home sales, 
a leading indicator of health for the housing market, declined for the 
fifth straight month in March, according to the National Association of 
Realtors (NAR). So now, in a unique and crazy market I find that our 
profession again is being changed and again in a way not driven by 
us. Waiving of home inspections and walk and talks are “devolving” 
our profession. I have been getting a lot of calls from home inspectors 
and having lots of discussions about these procedures. I can assure 
you that they are real estate profession driven and detrimental to the 
consumer. And more importantly, they can set us back to beyond the 
stone age if they were to continue much longer.

The waving of the inspection contingency is the most detrimental. It 
is happening at a high rate and is taking us right out of the picture. 

Continued on pg 2
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What started as an “as is” inspection turned into a “health and safety” inspection, then a “for informa-
tional purposes only”  inspection, the home inspection is now being waived completely. Call it what you 
will, at least we got a shot at earning a living and the buyers were able to determine what condition the 
home was in. All the Realtors I have spoken with deny that they advise the waving of the inspection, but 
all admit it is happening. One realtor told me he had a cash buyer for an $800,000 house and the sellers 
Realtor, who he knew, said you got it but only if your client waives the inspection contingency. The buyer 
would not and moved on. I am working with a young couple who walked from a home we inspected be-
cause the sellers would not close in a reasonable time frame causing them to have to pay for temporary 
housing. Since then, they had two other bids accepted, one 55K over asking but were contingent upon 
waiving the home inspection. They are still looking.

Think about it. Who is really benefiting from this market? Inspectors are not, that’s for sure. You may 
think it’s the seller, many getting tens of thousands of dollars over asking price. Fantastic! Where are 
they going where they can buy a house and put 30K in their pocket? Nowhere in this state, and it’s the 
same across the country. The buyers are not benefiting if they are over bidding on homes and waiving 
their inspection contingency or having a watered down version of a home inspection. Many buyers are 
robbing their down payment to fill the appraisal gaps that have been occurring. And FHA type buyers 
have been squeezed out of the market.  Unfortunately many home buyers will have to be hit hard with 
the cost of unknown defects before the industry as a whole realizes the mistake they have made. Real-
tors are in dire straits as well. There are not enough listings to satisfy all. And I have heard that they are 
dropping their commission rates, essentially bidding against each other to get the listings. And of course, 
there are other related services like appraisers and attorneys that have seen a drop in revenue as well. 

Google walk and talk. First you will find the term related to the film industry. Add walk and talk real es-
tate to your search and you will find that it is also related to staging homes. Do a deeper dive and you 
will find the term related to home inspection companies across the country. Walk and talks are already 
incorporated in their website advertisement. I understand that half a loaf of bread is better than no bread 
but when you lower the bar, it may be harder to raise it back to where it was later. 

New construction is down. BIG factor. Billionaire real estate developer Jay Bloom warned consumers the 
housing industry is getting hit by the “perfect storm.” He said several different factors impact homebuild-
ing in the red-hot housing market – from supply chain interruptions to low-interest rates and the “foreclo-
sure moratorium” during the pandemic. 

Bloom noted that supply chain interruptions, along with labor shortages, are causing home-building con-
fidence to drop since it’s difficult to get materials and find workers. “The materials you get are extremely 
expensive, relative to what they historically cost,” he explained. “You can’t find plumbers, electricians and 
HVAC service people…building a home has gotten extremely expensive, and as a result, builders are 
building fewer homes.” The billionaire real estate developer stressed these factors are “pushing up the 
value of existing home inventory,” and he doesn’t see how it’s “sustainable.”
Low inventory forces many buyers to act on what is available to try and get out in front of future rate 
increases and is feeding the “frenzy”. I think the market has peaked. Realtors are telling me that homes 
are staying on the market for slightly longer and that instead of twenty offers there are now ten. With 

Presidents Message Continued:
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mortgage rates rising we should see some demand to come out of the market later this year into 2023. 
However, we will not be going back to the Covid market where all you had to do was answer the phone, 
book jobs and stay busy. We will be going back to the pre-covid market. Our profession will be relevant 
again, but you will have to put on your marketing hat and shoes and compete. 

If anybody would like to share their thoughts, call me at 203 257-1694, or email me at s.bajerski@sbc-
global.net. 

Stan

      “When you come out of the storm, you won’t be the same person who walked in. That’s what  
this storm’s all about.”  ― Haruki Murakami, Kafka on the Shore

”

“It’s Scholarship Time”
The CAHI (CT. Association of Home Inspectors) board of directors is pleased to announce  

the renewal of the CAHI scholarship for the 2022-2023 school year.
 
You may be considered to receive a $500 to $1,000 scholarship awarded by CAHI if you are:
1) A high school senior planning on attending a college, university, or trade school.
2) A high school graduate planning on attending a college, university or trade school.
3) Currently enrolled @ a college, university, or trade school.
4) A graduate of a college, university, or trade school planning on pursuing further education.
 
Eligibility Requirements

 o   Applicants must be U.S. citizens.
 o   Applicant must be related to a C.A.H.I. member in good standing.
 o   Applicants must submit a completed application.
 
Terms of Scholarship

 o    C.A.H.I. awards at least one $1000 scholarship every year. An up-to-date application is required  
each year. Awards may be divided between co-recipients. Each recipient can receive up to $1000  
of lifetime total scholarship money. If a partial scholarship is awarded, the recipient may reapply in 
subsequent years to receive the balance of the $1000 total.

 o    The scholarship award is to be used for tuition, room, books, or other services provided by  
the institution.

 
 CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFO AND TO ACCESS ONLINE APPLICATION FORM

https://www.ctinspectors.com/cahi-scholarship/
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The Home Inspection Industry Needs More 
Women Home Inspectors

by Kaycee Molina

“So is your husband coming? Should we wait for him before we begin?” I had to hold in a chuckle 
when the client said this to me. It was the third sentence she and her husband said to me upon 
meeting them. At this point they were already 3 for 3 on gender bias comments. The ironic part of 
her statement being that my husband, though handy around the house, is absolutely unqualified to 
be performing a home inspection. He is a diesel mechanic by trade. He is as qualified to do my job 
as I am to do his, which would be, not at all. Yet, because he was a man, this couple assumed he 
would be a better fit for doing my job than I was. And they definitely were not the only people I’ve 
encountered who felt this way.

I grew up in a place where equality was practically a given. A very different place than everywhere 
else I’ve encountered since leaving. Because in Alaska, it doesn’t matter if you’re a man or a woman, 
we are all needed to survive. We are all needed to cook, clean, haul wood, fix the truck or build the 
cabin. I grew up with little to no prejudice to my gender, judged, rightfully so, on my abilities instead. 
Entering the workforce outside of Alaska opened my eyes to the idiotic comments and prejudice that 
women in this industry and others face every day.

It would be one thing if we were judged after the inspection. If they saw my report and decided I was 
inadequate based on my report, my inspection skills or my knowledge. It would even be one thing to 
only be judged by my looks and first impression. But instead, I’m judged before they even lay eyes 
on me. I am often judged from the moment they see my name on their inspection confirmation. I 
wish this was a joke, I really do, but when you have a long string of people cancel within minutes of 
receiving that confirmation email with my name on it as their inspector, there isn’t any denying the 
trend. No one was canceling inspections with the two men I was working with. Instead, my name 
alone became censored.

I try not to hold people’s ignorance against them. Indoctrination is a real thing. Different genera-
tions are all indoctrinated in different ways and the way we are raised, and are taught to believe can 
be a hard thing to change. I don’t hold your ignorance against you, however if your ignorance is 
challenged and shown to be in fact ignorance, and you still choose to continue your stance on the 
matter, that is when I hold it against it you. That is when you are no longer ignorant, you are a part of 
the problem. How can we expect future generations to be better, when we won’t even better our-
selves?

But for every negative comment that I receive, I’m inspired by 5 more encouraging ones. I meet 
people of all kinds who are ecstatic when they see me walk up to an inspection. Because for each 
person out there holding to their archaic idea that women shouldn’t be doing this, there are a dozen 
more who believe it’s a perfect fit for us. I had a client a while back who had a smirk on her face from 
the moment I arrived on site. She was a middle-aged woman. She watched me dive into a crawl-
space, relay to them each of the items I found inside the crawl and answer their subsequent ques-
tions, and then she just shook her head and told me, “I think it is bad ass that you do this. I wanted 
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to do this when I was young, but I couldn’t get my foot in the door. It wasn’t something women did 
and I couldn’t find a way past that barrier. I’m so glad you did.”

I’m so thankful that things have improved in that past few decades. I’m grateful for these comments 
from other women because they remind me that we have come a long way since then. But even so, 
less than 5% of home inspectors are women. This is an outrageously low percentage. And I person-
ally believe that the key contributor to the low numbers is that there is a lack of vocal outreach about 
the possibility of it as a career for women.

Before home inspections I had a wide range of previous jobs. I was a carpenter, a seamstress, a 
mechanic, a waitress, a teacher, a newspaper deliverer, a customer service representative. And for 
a few years before I started this career, I was a stay-at-home mom with my two children. This job 
didn’t just find me, I didn’t wake up one day and consider it. Thankfully, my father-in-law is a home 
inspector and has been for over 20 years. He gave me insight into a career that would fit with my 
experience and my schedule perfectly, as this job only keeps me away from the house for about 4 or 
5 hours at a time for each inspection.

There are women out there who would be perfect for this career, they just don’t realize it is an option 
because it has never crossed their radar, and that is something I want to personally push to change. 
Spreading the word is the first step. There are many women who may have considered it, but just 
haven’t gotten past that gender barrier. All I can really do for this part, is encourage you. Because 
this industry NEEDS more women. Women have a natural attention to detail. We know the ins and 
outs of running a household which adds an entirely different outlook to performing an inspection, 
and with the proper education and training we can learn all the rest. All of that together makes for an 
impressive and competent home inspector.

I can’t tell you there won’t be discouraging moments and people. In fact, I can guarantee that there 
will be plenty along the way. I could practically write a book on all of the gender-biased comments 
I’ve received in the years I’ve been in Indiana, and some days it just plain sucks. But, all the positive 
comments and people you encounter will be far more encouraging, and the job itself is so rewarding.

A home inspector’s main job is to protect a buyer as they consider one of the most expensive 
purchases of their lives. The home inspector’s allegiance lies with their client and the client alone, 
and we are there to lay out the true and accurate condition of the home. The secondary job of a 
home inspector is education. We are always educating on the job as we walk through and talk to our 
clients. The more someone knows about the home, current and future issues to look for, the more 
confident they are in the purchase. And doing this job right, is incredibly rewarding and it makes all 
of it worth it.

 About the Author
  Kaycee Molina, InterNACHI certified and state of Indiana licensed home inspector  

with MC2 Home Inspections in Indianapolis.

https://mc2homeinspections.com/
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Infrared Cameras: Redefining the 
visual home inspection

By Stephanie Jaynes

 

For the past two decades, home inspectors 
have been inspecting using thermal imaging. By 
examining the heat given off by various property 
systems and components, many inspectors have 
discovered roof leaks, electrical issues, structural 
defects, and insulation anomalies.

However, thermal imaging isn’t commonplace. 
Due to the technology’s expense and imperfec-
tions, many inspectors have opted out of pur-
chasing infrared cameras for their businesses. 
Additionally, using infrared cameras may exceed 
your standard of practice (SOP), opening your 
business up to additional liability.* For the inspectors on the fence, we explore why inspectors use 
thermal imaging technology and the investments they make to do so. We also touch on important 
risk management considerations for anyone considering or currently offering infrared inspections.

Why inspectors use thermal imaging technology.
When asked why they perform home inspections with infrared technology, the six home inspectors 
we interviewed said they began offering the service for one or more of the following reasons.

1. They wanted to stay competitive in their market.

With only so many houses on the market, home inspectors 
need to find ways to stand out from  other inspectors in their 
area to be successful. One way home inspectors can get 
ahead of their competitors is by offering additional inspection 
services, like thermal imaging.

“For me, [thermal imaging] is not only a way to set myself 
apart as an inspector but to set our company apart,” said 
Michael Hammel of Guiding Light Home Inspection Services, 
LLC in Texas.

By offering a niche inspection service, Hammel gives his cus-
tomers value that isn’t easily found elsewhere.

For other home inspectors, performing thermal imaging 
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inspections is a matter of keeping up with the competition. Judson Faust of Liberty Inspections in 
Kentucky started using infrared technology after others in his market began offering the service. 
Now, he estimates  half of his potential customers call to ask about thermal imaging. That’s one 
big group of business Faust could have lost had he not added infrared cameras to his inspection 
toolbelt.

Additionally, Faust says many of his referring real estate agents look for thermal imaging services 
before sending inspectors business.

“Some realtors love [infrared]. Some realtors will not refer an inspector who does not use thermal 
imaging because they understand how important it is,” Faust said.

By offering infrared inspections, Faust makes sure he stays in his area’s realtor referral pool.

Beware of lack of demand.

Before adding infrared technology to your  home inspections to stay competitive, make sure there’s 
enough demand. Chuck Lambert of Sunrise Inspection Services in California invested in an infrared 
camera only to find that, due to the mild climate in his area, selling infrared inspections was more 
difficult than he’d anticipated.

Hammel, too, has seen less interest in thermal imaging than he had expected. However, Hammel 
attributes this to potential clients not understanding what thermal imaging is and how it can help 
them.

“[Clients] don’t request [thermal imaging] as often as I would like them to. I think a lot of it goes back 
to education and really knowing whether or not it’s something they need,” Hammel said.

Similarly, Matthew Cottenham of Trademark Home Inspection, LLC in Michigan believes many 
potential clients don’t understand the value enough to make the additional investment into thermal 
imaging.

“It’s amazing how people will complain about their energy bills all day long but not want to spend a 
few hundred bucks to have someone come in and do a proper energy audit that could save them 20 
percent. Over a lifetime, that’s a lot of money,” Cottenham said.

To make sure there’s enough demand to warrant investing in thermal imaging, we recommend 
looking at your potential clients’ pain points and assessing how many homebuyers in your area are 
likely to want infrared inspections.

2. They wanted to use infrared to better spot defects.

According to Mike Morgan of Morgan Inspection Services in Texas, the biggest benefit of using an 
infrared camera is providing a more thorough inspection that helps serve the client and protect the 
inspector.

“I have found several roof leaks and even water leaking through the lower part of a wall and a couple 
of electrical issues that I never would have found without a thermal camera,” Morgan said. “And had 
I not, those problems would have persisted after my client bought the house. And who knows how 
big of a problem that could’ve turned into?”

Additionally, the inspectors we interviewed use infrared to assist them in finding insulation anomalies 
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and assessing heating and cooling registers. According to Steven 
Rinehart of Rinehart Real Estate Inspection Service in Texas, 
infrared cameras can often detect such defects sooner or more 
accurately than the naked eye.

“It’s kind of like going into your doctor. He can use an x-ray to find 
things that maybe haven’t manifested themselves yet,” Rinehart 
said. “At least once a year, I find a house that most or all of a room 
never got insulation in the ceiling. And if you tried to visually verify 
it from the attic, it was almost impossible because of the architec-
ture.”

Our inspectors were quick to point out that, while thermal imaging 
technology has many benefits, it isn’t perfect. They caution other 
inspectors to use infrared cameras as fact-finding tools rather than 
diagnostic tools.

“If I see spots with the thermals, I always verify with a moisture 
meter because a thermal camera only sees temperature differen-
tial,” Faust said.

3. They wanted to add an additional source of revenue to their business.

Many of the inspectors we interviewed added thermal imaging inspections to their businesses to 
generate additional revenue. Each of them added the service in one of two ways: as a standard 
practice in all their basic inspections or as an additional service for which clients paid. There are pros 
and cons to both approaches.

Paul Duffau of Safe@Home Inspections, LLC in Washington found that offering thermal imaging as a 
standard service didn’t lead to the revenue growth he’d wanted.

“A mistake I made early on is that I used [thermal imaging] as a point of differentiation and didn’t 
charge for it. That was a mistake because it built in the expectation that I was going to use it all the 
time for free,” Duffau said. “If you want to use it as an add-on service, then advertise it as an add-on 
service.”

Cottenham found the opposite to be true. Due to a lower demand for thermal imaging, selling home 
inspections using infrared technology as a separate service wasn’t profitable.

“In our market, we tried to add [thermal imaging] as a separate service. The demand just wasn’t 
there,” Cottenham said. “So, at this point, we just use it as an added tool for our inspectors. We do 
have a specialty inspection where, if someone requests it, we will go out and just do thermal scan-
ning for them. But it’s not something we regularly practice.”

Whether inspectors increase their standard fee or sell thermal imaging as an additional service, how 
much inspectors charge clients when they use infrared cameras varies dramatically. Some home 
inspectors we interviewed charged as little as $25 more to add thermal imaging to their standard 
inspection. Others charge 50 percent more than their standard inspection fee. Price points really 
depend on the individual inspector and their target market.
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Investments inspectors make.
Keep in mind that, to offer an additional service like thermal imaging, home inspectors must make 
several up-front investments. Common investments include the three E’s: education, equipment, and 
endorsements.

Education.

In an article for FLIR Systems’ called “3 Costly and Embarrassing Mistakes that Novice Thermal 
Camera Users Make and How to Avoid Them,” home inspector Scott Harris stated that it’s common 
to misinterpret infrared images.

“The worst thing that can happen is to misdiagnose a problem that is or isn’t there. It could make 
or break a deal on a home sale or induce costly destructive measures that could prove your were 
wrong,” Harris said. Not all cold or hot spots are problems, and even someone with extensive 
building science expertise can make the wrong call without a baseline understanding of the physics 
behind thermal imaging and experience interpreting images.”

With interpreting images being so difficult, it’s important that inspectors interested in offering infrared 
technology in their home inspections obtain adequate education.

“If you’re trying to use [an infrared camera] without training, you can potentially identify things incor-
rectly,” said Ryan Thomas of Good Neighbor Home Inspections in New York. “That’s why it’s really 
important to make sure that you get the necessary education so, when you’re utilizing the infrared 
camera, you’re identifying things accurately and correctly for your clients.”

Certification.

The following are some of the training and certification courses the inspectors we interviewed rec-
ommend:

 •  FLIR Systems’ Infrared Training Center’s (ITC) courses, including Levels 1 – 3 of certification
 •  The International Association of Certified Home Inspectors’ (InterNACHI) Certified Residen-

tial Thermographer class
 •  InterNACHI’s periodic thermography classes at the House of Horrors
 •  Monroe Infrared Technology’s Certified Residential Thermographer (CRT) course
 •  Scott Woods Associates, LLC Building Science Thermography class
 •  United Infrared‘s online and in-class training

In addition to formal training, Hammel believes that, before inspectors start offering thermal imaging, 
they should practice on their own, friends’, and families’ homes. By practicing on multiple properties, 
inspectors can get used to evaluating pictures correctly.

Morgan agrees that, the more experience an inspector has, the better service they’ll be able to 
provide and the less likely they’ll be to make mistakes.

“The more you use [an infrared camera], the more training you get, the less likely it is to misread the 
data,” Morgan said.
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Equipment.

When Rinehart started performing home 
inspections with infrared technology 10 
years ago, he paid nearly $10,000 for his 
camera. Now, Rinehart’s inspectors use 
relatively inexpensive cameras that clip on 
to their cell phones.

“You can get an infrared camera that snaps 
onto your phone cheaper than you can buy 
a decent ladder to get onto a two-story 
house,” Rinehart said.

Some of the most well-known thermal camera manufacturers that sell products suitable for home 
inspectors include FLIR Systems, Fluke, and Seek Thermal. Prices range from a few hundred dollars 
to around $15,000, depending on the accessory or camera’s clarity and features.

Due to the high level of competition in equipment sales, most inspectors advise seeking recommen-
dations from others in the industry.

Endorsements.

An endorsement is a form that either changes or adds coverage to your insurance policy. At 
InspectorPro, our carriers automatically cover thermal imaging under their standard policies, so an 
endorsement is not needed.

However, other home inspection insurance policies may exclude thermal imaging. So, be sure to 
read your insurance policy and contact your provider if there is a thermal imaging exclusion you 
would like to modify with an endorsement.

Limiting your liability against thermal imaging-related claims.
In our claims experience, using a thermal imaging camera does not appear to correlate with a higher 
propensity for claims. In fact, infrared technology can make for a better report and a more informed 
client, thus, potentially mitigating risk. However, whenever you utilize an instrument, device, or tool 
not specifically required by the standards of practice*, you should take certain precautions to avoid 
assuming additional liability.

1. Make sure your clients understand the limitations of infrared.

Duffau thinks the main drawback to infrared technology is unrealistic expectations of the equip-
ment’s capabilities. To avoid misunderstandings, Duffau makes sure that his clients understand the 
basics before he performs the service.

One basic thing Thomas tries to emphasize is how the technology actually functions. By explaining 
how thermal imaging works, Thomas helps clients have reasonable expectations.

“It’s easy to assume that you can see through walls,” Thomas said. “[But] you can help manage 
[clients’] expectations of what you’re going to get out of utilizing thermography.”
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Cottenham also explains how conditions on the day of the inspection can impact thermal imaging’s 
ability to spot defects.

“Because it only detects temperature differences, a leak would have had to have happened within 
the last several hours. Because once that water reaches the same temperature as the rest of the 
room, [the infrared camera] is not going to show it,” Cottenham said.

Hammel recommends showing clients thermal pictures in addition to standard pictures while dis-
cussing inspection findings and limitations. By showing two snapshots of the same area, inspectors 
can provide clients with important context.

By clearly identifying the limitations of your services, as well as the extent of your services, you miti-
gate your risk. Just make sure that what you say orally, in writing, and online all agree.

2. Be consistent in how and when you offer your services.

A few years ago, a home inspector used infra-
red technology inconsistently in a vacant home 
inspection property. In so doing, he identified a 
couple of minor issues. A month went by and a 
leak from a bathroom manifested. As far as the 
inspector could tell, the leak wasn’t present during 
the home inspection. However, the area where 
the leak arose was not one the inspector had 
examined with his infrared camera. So, his clients 
argued that, had he used the infrared camera in 
that area, he would have identified the condition.

As illustrated above, if you do decide to use an infrared camera during your inspections, you need to 
be consistent. If you charge for the service, make sure to offer thermal imaging to every inspection 
client. Additionally, we recommend having a place in your pre-inspection agreement that states that 
thermal imaging is available for purchase.

If you do not charge for thermal imaging services, use your camera in the same way and on every 
inspection. (If you use your infrared camera inconsistently, or in different ways across inspections, 
you could get into trouble.) For example, only use your camera in specific areas that have existing, 
visually-identifiable evidence of issues. Or, use it in areas that are likely to have defects made appar-
ent by thermal imaging. Furthermore, to avoid inaccurate client expectations, explain where you do 
and don’t use your camera in your pre-inspection agreement and your report.

Thermal imaging and your home inspections.
Could offering home inspections using infrared technology make you more competitive in your 
market? Are you looking for ways to better spot certain defects? Are you interested in additional 
revenue sources and job security for your inspection business?

If you answered “yes” to any of these questions, perhaps it’s time for your company to offer thermal 
imaging. You can learn more about offering additional inspection services from our article “Endorse-
ments: Spend money to make money in your home inspection business.”
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Need insurance coverage for your home inspection business? If you aren’t insured with us already, 
get a no-obligation quote for E&O and general liability coverage by filling out our online application.

*The InterNACHI Standards of Practice do not include any information regarding thermal imaging or 
infrared technology specifically. However, Section 1.1., states “a home inspection is a non-invasive, 
visual examination of the accessible areas of a residential property.”

When asked whether using thermal imaging exceeded the InterNACHI SoP by making the inspection 
invasive or hyper-visual, InterNACHI Founder Nick Gromicko stated that the use of infrared technol-
ogy was akin to using other commonplace inspection tools for visual enhancement. “[An infrared 
camera is] no different than a flashlight. You aim it at something to get a better view of it,” Gromicko 
said. “A flashlight doesn’t tell you everything. Neither does an infrared camera. It’s just a tool to 
provide you with a certain view.”

The American Society of Home Inspectors (ASHI) did not respond for comment. However, the ASHI 
Standard of Practice, too, does not include any information regarding thermal imaging or infrared 
technology specifically. However, in Section 2.2.A., the SoP states “the home inspector shall inspect 
readily accessible, visually observable installed systems and components listed in this Standard.”

This article appeared on the InspectorPro website April 2020. Click HERE to view online version.

https://www.inspectorproinsurance.com/technology/inspections-and-infrared-technology/
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Seeking Termites
by Jeff McGovern

              “Properties are under tremendous threat from these insects, and we have  
developed many ways to combat them. But before we can even consider dealing  
with an infes tation we must assess and evaluate the property in question.”

Very early in my pest control career I was exposed to termites. I never forgot this one interesting fact 
that we were always supposed to relate to our prospective clients: “Termites damage more homes 
than fires, floods and tornadoes every year.”

In the decades since, that fact remains unchanged. We still face various subterranean and drywood 
species along with invasive ones such as Formosan and conehead termites. As a home inspector, 
it’s important that you have a solid working knowledge of the termites that threaten your service 
area. This information is normally available through the state where you are working and the educa-
tional institutions that support the pest control industry. Properties are under tremendous threat from 
these insects, and we have developed many ways to combat them. But before we can even consider 
dealing with an infestation we must assess and evaluate the property in question. In other words, we 
must perform what is commonly referred to as a termite inspection.

Pest control companies large and small are hired to quite simply to kill termites that are actively 
damaging a structure or prevent such a thing from happening in the first place. Once their initial work 
is completed various warranties or guarantees could be offered, providing peace of mind for the 
building owner.

Home inspection firms are hired to assess and evaluate a structure and determine the validity of 
various building systems then record true site conditions. This can vary from structural integrity to 
water systems, electrical systems, mold issues, air quality, plus any number of building concerns, 
even wood destroying organisms such as termites.

Understanding Termites

When it comes to termites, it’s important to understand what these insects are doing. They are 
operating in mostly concealed areas usually processing and recycling wood. The problem is, we are 
not really done with the buildings in question and feel they are being reclaimed a bit sooner than we 
would like! The structure we are being paid to inspect must be assessed and evaluated with regard 
to these insects. This means getting underneath, around, behind and on top of all areas that can be 
accessed for a proper job to be done.

Ideally the assessment should begin from a distance using a mapping program such as Google 
Earth. Enter in the address of the site and then view it based on termite history in that area. Knowing 
what went on in the past with other properties is helpful and these records are valuable. They might 
be from your own records or from local websites that provide information termites and pests in the 
area. The next thing to observe is the tree cover in the shot viewed. On average tree root systems 
mimic the overall branch spread so root systems under the structure can be figured. This means 
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wood under the structure where termites will forage—eventually finding the building itself.

From a termite standpoint, once you arrive at the site, reaffirm the exterior conditions. Trees, their 
position to the structure, any moisture conditions, drainage issues, mold, and exterior planted areas 
not allowing the structure to breathe should all be noted. In addition, look for any obvious signs of 
termite damage to the structure or other conditions such as soil grade over the siding above the 
foundation.

Tools Needed

The tools needed for a proper assessment and evaluation will vary. Climbing may be necessary so 
a ladder will be required. An extendable pole is another reach up, down or across option. Probing 
or sounding tools can also prove valuable in doing a more detailed check-in of areas of suspected 
termite damage. The tools mentioned may be greatly reduced in number with a proper multitool 
sufficient for those tasks. Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) is also going to be a requirement. We 
must protect ourselves doing this kind of work that requires crawling, climbing, and being in seldom 
used spaces. Eyes, ears, nose, skin, fingers, hands, toes, and feet must all be protected. The old 
saying: “protect the points and joints of the human body” make sense here as well. At the end of the 
workday, we want to go home with the parts we came with all still intact.

Use common sense in the PPE you protect yourself with; it needs to match the environment where 
you’ll be. Wear a bump cap or similar head protection that fits the space you are working and stays 
in place while you move within that space. Eye protection is beyond the glasses worn just to see, 
they need to protect the user from dust, liquid and particulates kicked up during the assessment. 
Breathing protection could also be a requirement. Wear the proper respirator or mask needed for the 
space. Gloves must also be appropriate to the site being checked. While surgical gloves are appro-
priate in a more finished environment with viral concerns, they are not so good in a crawl space or 
attic. Here those gloves could be pierced or torn, exposing skin, so a more robust leather or heavy 
cut proof glove is a better choice. In some situations, hearing protection might be required so having 
the proper types of earplugs is important.

The type of clothing worn is also critical. Inside the finished area of a home it is usually a matter of 
protecting that space from us. A light coverall over our normal clothing prevents anything we might 
have brought in from outside, soiling the inside. In that same vein inside shoes or shoe covers 
should be considered. For the crawl space or attic clothing requirements change. In many situations, 
heavier protective crawl suits and footwear, even to the level of steel toed boots, are the best choice. 
Depending on the situation many firms would also add knee pads and elbow pads to the mix.

We also need to be able to see in dark places. Personal lighting or flashlights have changed dramati-
cally thanks to LEDs and lightweight rechargeable batteries. These devices are available in a tremen-
dous number of configurations and price ranges. Buy the ones that fit your needs in the spaces you 
and your team need dependable lighting. The basic rule of any lighting tool is simple “one is none 
and two is one”. Always have a backup on your person just in case. Being in the back of a dark attic 
or crawl space is a whole different game when lights go out. In addition, along those vision lines a 
pair of binoculars can be very helpful outside as well as inside a structure.

Documentation is an important part of the assessment process. When we are finished it allows us 
to properly create the report, we need to complete the job during the evaluation of our findings. It 
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might be as simple as paper, pen, and pencil. Or as sophisticated as digital imaging and video work. 
In any case, we must indicate all we have seen and investigated to give a complete easily under-
stood report back to the client. At the same time any recommendations we are qualified to make 
need to be clearly understood for future action. Once this reporting is done it must be clear as to the 
time, date, and site conditions when the event took place. This work is a snapshot in time and only 
through proper documentation are we and our firm defensible should a legal situation develop.

New Tools

There are new tools available for the detection of termites that will easily fit into today’s assessment 
process. A great new option is detection equipment has been used for decades in the HVAC industry 
to detect small amounts of refrigerant that could indicate a leak in a system. That same very sensi-
tive UV gas detection technology is now set up for use in the termite arena detecting small amounts 
of the off-gas secreted by live insects. This allows a well-trained inspector to zero in and confirm live 
termites in many situations. Damaged areas located during the process can be easily checked for 
signs of life. Therefore, we can verify whether the damaged areas have or do not have live activity. 
In addition, areas that are in tight voids or concealed can be checked with the equipment to further 
enhance the value of the assessment.

About the Author

Jeff McGovern is nationally recognized in the pest control industry. In 1973, Jeff began working in 
the pest control industry and held various positions within several companies that allowed him to 
travel throughout the United States and South East Asia. His “12 Key Factors” program is currently 
in use by professional pest control operators and clients around the world. Jeff’s mission continues 
to drive change in the pest control industry.
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Leaks, termites, and cracked foundations: 
Skipping home inspections in a competitive 

market is tempting — and risky
by Michaelle Bond

Updated May 2, 2022

   Some buyers are overpaying for homes, waiving inspections, and  
then discovering costly problems.

The woman had just bought a house an investor  
flipped in Montgomery County. She skipped a  
home inspection to compete against other buyers  
and, a couple months ago, she asked inspector  
Ben Poles to take a look.

As part of his usual examination, Poles, who owns  
Rest Assured Inspections in Pottstown, filled up  
the tub in a second-floor bathroom. The water  
didn’t get hot. When he went downstairs to  
investigate the cause, he saw that wasn’t the  
homeowner’s biggest problem: Water was  
pouring through the ceiling, and the drywall was  
coming apart.

“When I was borrowing paper towels from the  
neighbors, I was thinking: This is why you get an inspection before you buy the house,” he said. 
“Because now it’s on you to fix things.”

He called the homeowner, and “you could hear her heart just sink.”

In fall 2020, Ben Poles said, he hadn’t really seen home buyers waiving inspections. “That has 
changed big time,” he said.

To make offers more attractive in a strong sellers market and to beat competitors, buyers are con-
tinuing to skip home inspections, which are meant to protect them. And they’re doing so at rates the 
real estate industry has never before seen. Inspection contingencies let buyers back out of a deal or 
try to get sellers to pay for repairs before a sale.

“In this white-hot market, buyers feel the pressure to make all sorts of concessions,” said Angela 
Giampolo, managing attorney at Philadelphia-based Giampolo Law Group, which mainly represents 
members of the LGBTQ community.

Ben Poles, owner of Rest Assured Inspections, takes a photo and 
checks the temperature of the water in the shower during a home 
inspection in Drexel Hill.
TYGER WILLIAMS / Staff Photographer
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It can be a winning — if risky — strategy for some.

“For better or for worse,” said Scott Reidenbach, founding principal of Reidenbach & Associates, 
based in Wayne, “you now have the house.” And some buyers find themselves in the “worse” cate-
gory.

The Montgomery County woman with the destroyed bathroom was one of several of Poles’ clients 
who waived the home inspection and then later told him, “we just want [one] for peace of mind.”

Desperate buyers are doing things they otherwise wouldn’t
In fall 2020, Poles said, he hadn’t really seen home buyers waiving inspections. “That has changed 
big time,” he said.

Record high buyer demand and record low housing supply are fueling fierce competition. Bidding 
wars that have been a hallmark of the pandemic housing market are still happening. Buyers are 
getting more personal in their “love letters” to sellers, offering tens of thousands of dollars more than 
listed prices, and throwing in perks that range from the typical (such as cash) to the unusual (such as 
Spanish lessons).

The usual concessions that used to win over sellers haven’t been enough for some who have their 
pick of offers and often look for the easiest and quickest deal. If buyers waive inspections, that’s one 
less opportunity for the sale to fall through, and the seller basically gets to sell the home as is.

“It’s making people feel desperate and make bad decisions, and they’re really paying for it,” said 
Austin Freundlich, partner and co-owner at Freundlich & Littman, based in Philadelphia. “There are a 
lot of first-time home buyers out there that are going to get completely fleeced.”

Buyer behavior will likely return to normal once the market slows down, which could happen as 
mortgage rates climb and fewer potential buyers can afford homes. But even over the last two years, 
many buyers have become homeowners without skipping inspections. In many cases, they were just 
more patient.

Real estate professionals don’t recommend that buyers waive inspections of homes — the biggest 
purchases they likely will ever make — especially in a city such as Philadelphia, with old housing 
stock. Freundlich just bought a home, and given what he’s seen in his law practice, he said he didn’t 
even consider waiving any contingencies.

Giampolo gives this advice to buyers: ”Be OK if you’re outbid. Don’t do the super-risky stuff. Know 
that you will get a home at some point.”

Skipped inspections can mean unhappy surprises
Walking through a house without seeing obvious problems or buying newly constructed homes 
can leave buyers with a false sense of security. Inspections are designed to find issues that aren’t 
evident.
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New homeowners are encountering problems with HVAC systems, lawyers said. They’re poorly 
constructed, which can mean leaks and mold, or they don’t properly control temperature or ensure 
air quality throughout the home.

Freundlich had one client whose bedroom 
wall collapsed because of a water leak. 
Another client discovered the home’s base-
ment floods with sewage.

Calls to Bose Houser, president and chief 
executive officer of the Philadelphia-based 
design and construction company Rocks 
+ Cornerstones, include complaints about 
electrical switches not working and back-
logged toilets.

“Most of the time, it’s the things you don’t 
see until you start trying to use the house,” 
she said.

Construction costs are way up, and availability of materials is way down. When buyers who forgo 
inspections find problems, they may have to delay moving in for months until those problems get 
fixed. Buyers could be faced with thousands of dollars in costs they didn’t expect. They may have 
drained their savings to purchase their home, and they still have a mortgage and other homeowner 
expenses to pay.

Buyers know they made a mistake.

“They call me and their tail’s between their legs,” Giampolo said. “You can hear it in their voice.”

What buyers can do after a purchase
Buyers who waive their rights to inspections still have some options if they find problems after a 
sale. They can go after sellers under consumer protection laws or challenge a builder if they find 
defects in new homes under warranty.

Anger over bad deals is driving an increase in legal claims by buyers against sellers, Reidenbach 
said.

A common route is for buyers to accuse owners of not telling them everything they knew was wrong 
with the home on the seller’s property disclosure form, a document required by law. Through nego-
tiations or a lawsuit, they can try to get money from the seller to fix problems by accusing the prior 
homeowner of purposefully concealing issues or failing to disclose issues they should have known 
about.

But, Giampolo said, “you don’t want to hang your hat on that.” Proving what a seller knew can be 
difficult. And buyers have to weigh legal costs of investigating and potentially suing their sellers 

Ben Poles checks the temperature inside the oven during a home inspection in 
Drexel Hill.                                                 TYGER WILLIAMS / Staff Photographer
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against the severity of the issues to be fixed.

If a seller disclosed everything and the buyer waived inspections, Reidenbach said, “that buyer 
should not have a claim against that seller.”

His firm represented a seller who sold a Chester County home to a buyer who waived inspections. 
After moving in, the new owner discovered that the pool needed extensive work, including a new 
cover, a repaired heater, and a replaced or resealed concrete pool surface. The seller chose to nego-
tiate a settlement.

Buyers are waiving more than home inspections
“To my dismay, many people are still waiving everything when making an offer,” said Reidenbach, 
who has been practicing law for 24 years. “I’ve never seen this many buyers waiving this many con-
tingencies.”

Some buyers are giving up appraisal contingencies, which say that the sale depends on a lender 
agreeing that the home is worth the price. If the lender determines that the home is worth less, these 
buyers have to come up with the difference in value. Waiving mortgage contingencies means buyers 
can’t walk away from the deal if they can’t get financing by the settlement date.

With bidding wars inflating home prices, first-time buyers especially may see no other choice than to 
waive mortgage and appraisal contingencies, Giampolo said. That’s a danger when they don’t have 
the money to fill funding gaps.

Waiving clear title, or ownership, of a property is  
“off the Richter scale of danger,” but buyers across 
the country do it, Giampolo said. They may later  
find someone else’s liens passed on to them.

“I feel like people think it’s far-fetched that title  
problems happen but it’s just not, especially in  
older cities like ours,” she said.

Freundlich advises home buyers to do their due 
diligence before purchasing and to avoid getting 
caught up in the frenzy they see around them.

“It just might not be worth it,” he said.

Michaelle Bond
I’m an urbanism writer covering how people live in their homes, how the market directs 
choices, and how policies shape communities.

Ben Poles checks and starts the dishwasher in the kitchen during  
a home inspection in Drexel Hill. 
                                              TYGER WILLIAMS / Staff Photographer

This article appeared in The Philadelphia Inquirer on-line. Click HERE to view the original.

https://www.inquirer.com/real-estate/home/home-inspections-real-estate-supply-demand-competition-20220502.html
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Using drones for home inspections: 
Should you?

By Stephanie Jaynes
May 1, 2021

 
Unlike other ancillary services, drone inspection 
services are not a means of providing substan-
tial additional income to your home inspection 
business. In fact, the inspectors we interviewed 
rarely charge for drone inspections, if they 
charge at all, and most of our interviewees use 
their drones during 15 percent of their home 
inspections or less.

As Bruce LaBell, owner of Royal Home Inspec-
tions in Arizona and author of “To Drone or Not 
to Drone” from the February 2018 issue of the 
ASHI Reporter, put it: “You’re not going to get 
rich from flying a drone…. It’s just another tool in 
your bag.”

Rather than play a primary role for income generation, drones serve as tools to address technical 
and marketing needs in the inspection industry.

Technical Needs
From the technical side, drones provide a way to inspect roofs that would otherwise be inaccessi-
ble. Often, a roof is inaccessible when it is too high, too steep or too wet to safely access. Certain 
roofing materials, such as clay tile, or significant amounts of wear also may inhibit an inspector from 
traversing the roof.

In his service area in Kentucky and Tennessee, Jud Faust of Liberty Inspections is experiencing a 
trend in the new construction market that has led to taller homes with heavily pitched roofs. As a 
result, Faust estimates that nearly a quarter of properties in his area have inaccessible roofs. “Even 
with my pole cam, I can only get about 30 feet in the air, and these roofs are getting so high [that] I’m 
not able to see chimney caps, the ridges—things like that,” Faust said.

Like Faust, most of the home inspectors we interviewed turned to drones as an alternative to simply 
apologizing to clients and referring them to a third party for further inspection.

According to Garrett Martell of Inspection Pros in California, using drones when roofs are otherwise 
inaccessible helps him provide better customer service. “I was getting really tired of telling people I 
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couldn’t get on the roof,” Martell said. “When the roof was inaccessible, I would have to refer them 
to a roofer. Or, they would just have to roll the dice and hope for the best. I didn’t think that was 
right. If I were the buyer, I would want more information. I saw [drones] as a great tool to give them 
that information.”

Marketing Needs
From a marketing perspective, drone inspections can 
set your business apart and enhance your inspection 
reports’ presentation. For example, embracing drone 
technology early was one way Martell stayed ahead of 
the curve—a priority for his business.

In addition, Ben Carrison of Equity Home Inspections 
and Las Vegas Drones, LLC (both in Nevada) uses his 
drone to snap full shots of the home, which he puts 
on the covers of his reports. Because clients and real 
estate agents enjoy the drone photographs so much, 
Carrison uses the drone whenever weather and air-
space permit. “I think [the drone] adds quality to my 
inspection,” Carrison said.

Stephen Showalter with Showalter Property Consultants, LLC in Maryland has also found that 
people appreciate having the drone’s perspective. In fact, Showalter has given clients copies of the 
raw drone footage upon request. “I do a lot of waterfront homes. So, I like to get some shots up high 
to show the view,” Showalter said. “People appreciate that [glamour shot].”

Investments Inspectors Make

Licensing

Since 2016, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has required commercial drone users to obtain 
a remote pilot certificate (RPC), re-certify biannually, register their drone and follow other rules. (See 
a summary of the comprehensive provisions instituted by Part 107 here.)

To obtain an RPC, inspectors must pass a 60-question test on drone regulations and opera-
tions. Most inspectors take a class in-person or online to prepare for the exam. Jon Bolton of The 
Inspectagator in Florida recommends RemotePilot101.com, which covers not just the technical 
aspects of drone operation, but also airspace law.

The FAA regulates airspace, restricting flights temporarily or permanently in certain areas. For 
example, drone use is strictly prohibited near federally sensitive areas, such as the White House and 
Camp David. Drone pilots also cannot fly within five miles of most airports without giving advance 
notice to airport operators.

According to Paul Duffau of Safe@Home Inspections in Washington, airspace law is one of the most 
important liability factors affecting drone pilots. Furthermore, Duffau suggests that many home 
inspectors who are willfully or unintentionally unaware of airspace regulations are putting their busi-
nesses at risk.
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“In one of my primary markets, it is illegal to lift a drone off the ground without FAA authorization or a 
waiver,” Duffau wrote to us via email. “[Many] inspectors flying drones are doing so illegally—at least 
part of the time.”

Training

While coursework to receive your RPC may seem daunting, Jameson Malgeri of MKC Associates in 
Massachusetts recommends that home inspectors take a class before they commit to purchasing a 
drone.

By taking the course first as Malgeri suggests, inspectors can avoid investing in an expensive drone 
and substantial flight training only to decide later that drones aren’t for them. (For some perspective, 
Malgeri estimates that he did 30 hours of online classroom training and 50 hours of flying prior to his 
first drone inspection.) “If you’re interested, start with taking a course because there is a big learning 
curve,” Malgeri said. “And if the course doesn’t seem to be for you, then… maybe [don’t] continue.”

Once you do graduate to flight training, home inspectors recommend spending time getting comfort-
able with your equipment in a safe environment. “Practice and get comfortable in a wide open area 
where there are no overhead power lines, very few buildings and very few overhead trees,” Showal-
ter said. “You want a place where there are no people, [too].”

Before allowing yourself or other inspectors to use drones during your home inspections, LaBell 
recommends asking these questions to determine your readiness to safely fly:

 •   How experienced are you as a pilot?
 •  Do you know how to avoid collisions?
 •  How to fly over people?
 •  Do you always keep the drone in your line of sight?
 •  Have standard set-up, in-flight and take-down procedures?
 •  Do you understand how to adequately interpret drone camera footage?

Equipment

While there are plenty of drones in the market that cost less than $1,000, the home inspectors we 
interviewed were skeptical of most inexpensive models.

“I think that the biggest, most important thing about using a drone is using the right drone,” Malgeri 
said. “The more expensive the drone is, the safer it is, and it doesn’t allow you to crash [as easily].” 
For example, Malgeri’s drone has sensors to prevent collisions. It also self-stabilizes when weather, 
like a gust of wind, throw it off its path.

According to Martell, a more expensive model is an important investment due to its increased cred-
ibility and additional features. “Don’t get the cheap ones because it’s going to look cheap, and it’s 
not going to work the way you want it to,” Martell said.

For Joshua Ryan of Lifeline Inspection Services in Georgia, purchasing a higher quality drone helps 
manage risk. “When it comes to drones, you pay for what you get,” Ryan said. “When you’re doing 
inspections, you want to use the best so you don’t have a cheap drone that flies into the house.”
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Getting reliable equipment will also lessen the likelihood of errors and 
omissions (E&O) claims.

When looking for a drone to purchase, Ryan recommends looking for 
camera quality. For Ryan, it was important that he could see if there 
was no caulking on the flashing down the vent booth from 10 feet in 
the air.

In addition, Ryan prioritized finding a user-friendly drone. While Ryan 
himself is tech-savvy, other members of his inspection company take 
more time to learn new technologies. Therefore, it was important to 
Ryan to find a drone that would work well for every member of his 
inspection team.

How to choose

When choosing a drone, the inspectors we interviewed recommend 
asking yourself the following questions:

 •  What’s the camera quality? (Note image size.)
 •  What flight stabilization features are available?
 •   With a fully charged battery, what is the flight time? Is it the same in cold weather?
 •   Does the drone manufacturer offer good customer service, including technical support, 

tutorials and a warranty?

By learning about drone capabilities, characteristics and constraints, you’ll be better equipped to 
choose a drone that best suits your business’ needs.

Endorsements
As a drone operator, you are responsible for damage or injury caused by your drone. General liability 
home inspector insurance covers you if you’re accused of damaging property or injuring a person 
during a drone inspection.

According to Michael Spaargaren of First Choice Inspectors in Illinois, carrying general liability insur-
ance can give home inspectors additional protection when the technology fails. “The drones that we 
use have avoidance technology on there—anti-collision software built in—so it won’t let you get too 
close to a roof [or] a person,” Spaargaren said. “[But general liability coverage] is a nice fail safe. You 
never know if the signal is going to jam, if it’s going to be unresponsive, [or] if you’re going to get a 
flyaway situation.”

Some examples of what a general liability claim involving a drone might look like:

 •   While taking off on a windy day, you lose control of your drone and crash it through a 
window.

 •   During your roof inspection, you get distracted by your client. The drone does a nosedive 
into the roof and damages several shingles.

 •   Your drone loses battery power midflight and falls on your client’s child. The blades cut 
them badly enough that the child has to get stitches.
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General liability coverage for your drone

Claims like the examples above can cost you precious time and money. However, when you work 
with an insurance company familiar with the home inspection industry, their claims team can mini-
mize or eliminate your potential liability by properly handling claims.

Note that most carriers don’t include general liability coverage for drones in their standard inspection 
insurance policies. However, many providers, including InspectorPro Insurance, allow you to add 
drone coverage with an endorsement for an additional cost.

Endorsements are amendments to your policy that modify coverage, usually by adding additional 
coverage or changing exclusions. In this case, a drone endorsement to your general liability policy 
gives you coverage for bodily injury and property damage caused by your drone—which wouldn’t 
ordinarily be granted. For clients of InspectorPro, adding the drone endorsement costs a flat fee  
of $150.

Equipment Coverage
What about coverage for physical damage to or loss of your drone? That’s where inland marine, or 
equipment, coverage comes in.

Formally known as inland marine coverage or a commercial property floater, equipment coverage 
insures your inspection tools and equipment—like your drone. Unlike standard property insurance, 
equipment coverage protects your tools and equipment regardless of their location. This is important 
since, rather than housing your drone in an office, you’re flying it during inspections.

In most cases, equipment coverage for home inspectors reimburses you for the replacement cost of 
your stolen or damaged equipment or tools. Oftentimes, coverage extends to not just items you own 
but also to items you lease or rent.

Examples of equipment insurance claims that involve a drone include:

 •  Someone burglarizes your locked inspection vehicle and swipes your drone.
 •  You crash your drone, and the fall damages the wings and internal computer.

Many equipment insurance policies cover physical loss or damage caused by perils, such as falling 
objects, fire, lightening, sink hole collapse, vandalism, vehicles and water damage. To see what 
perils are and are not covered, review the Conditions and Definitions sections of your inland marine 
or equipment insurance policy.

Limiting Your Liability Against Drone-Related Claims
Carrying a drone endorsement and equipment coverage are two of the most important things you 
can do to protect your business against drone inspection-related claims. However, there are addi-
tional risk management techniques you can employ to safeguard your business.

Get on the roof whenever you can

Despite advancements in drone technology, Rick Smith of Absolute Assurance Home Inspection 
Services, LLC in Maryland argues that drones don’t compare to looking at the roof with your own 
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eyes. “You can’t get the same level of detail flying a drone,” Smith said.

Bolton agrees that drones work best as a backup plan when traditional inspection methods fail. “Per-
sonally, I do not think drones should be used for roof inspections unless there’s no other way to get 
up there,” Bolton said.

According to inspectors, a boots-on-the-roof inspection allows a home inspector to better examine 
roofing materials and their integrity. The ability to use additional senses, such as touch, enables 
inspectors to better diagnose defects.

“If you have weak sheathing or something like that, when I walk on it, I can feel it,” Faust said. “I may 
be able to see [a potential issue], but until I can get up there and touch it and feel it, I don’t know if it’s 
an actual defect that I need to call out.”

Faust also stated that walking on the roof can help him determine areas of interest during the attic 
inspection. Say, for example, a portion of the roof feels weaker than other areas. Then, Faust knows 
to pay special attention to that area in the attic.

Drones are not a one-size-fits-all solution. Just like all of the tools in your kit, there are times to use a 
drone, and then there are times you need to get your boots on the roof.

Have a thorough pre-flight procedure

According to LaBell, one of the best ways to avoid a GL 
claim is to have a thorough pre-flight procedure. During 
such a procedure, inspectors should examine the drone 
for potential problems, such as nicked propellers or low 
battery life.

According to Carrison, using the drone adds about 30 
minutes to his inspection: 15 minutes in the air and 15 
minutes executing his pre-flight and landing processes.

For Mike McFadden of Hero Inspection Services in Florida, 
performing a rigorous pre-flight procedure is common 
sense. “[A drone is] just like any other tool. If you’re going to use a saw to cut wood, you want to 
make sure that that saw is maintained, that it has a sharp blade,” McFadden said. “[With] a drone, 
you want to make sure your batteries are charged so that, when you get up in the air, you don’t… lose 
control. Regular maintenance on all tools is important.”

In addition, inspectors should assess the environment to ensure they can take off and land safely. 
“I’m looking for trees, power lines, anything that may be a hindrance to my drone,” Faust said. 
“Ninety percent of your safety in flying is in your preparation.”

Ryan recommends taking off away from the house and trying to maintain a six-foot distance from the 
property. “That way, if something were to go wrong or a gust of wind came up, [the drone] won’t run 
into the house,” Ryan said.

And don’t forget to check the weather, particularly the wind. “You don’t just have to be aware of the 
wind on the ground. If you’re going to fly your drone up 30 to 50 feet, you have to analyze the wind up 
there because it’s different,” McFadden said.
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Set your clients’ expectations

According to Smith, it’s important to communicate appropriate expectations to both clients and real-
tors. Part of setting expectations involves instructing them to keep a safe distance and to not walk 
underneath the drone during flight. “You’ve got to enter [drone inspections] with a ‘safety first’ frame 
of mind,” Smith said. “It’s not a joke. You’ve got to take it seriously…. [Drones] are not toys.”

Showalter agrees that it’s important to set a precedent with clients and agents. “You need to be 
focused on flying the drone, not entertaining people,” Showalter said. “Be comfortable saying, ‘Hey, 
let me focus on [flying], and we’ll get back to you.’”

Another part of setting expectations is underscoring the limitations of drones. Clients need to under-
stand what drones can and cannot detect. In addition, it’s important to convey that certain condi-
tions may inhibit your ability to perform a drone inspection.

Showalter recommends including language in your report regarding the limitations of drones as well 
as a maximum wind speed for flight.

By setting expectations in writing, inspectors can decrease the likelihood of drone-related claims 
and make such claims more defensible.

To learn more about properly setting expectations, read our article “How to set home buyers’ expec-
tations.”

Address privacy concerns

However, it’s not just clients and agents that inspectors have to worry about. Drones tend to attract 
attention from neighbors, too. Part of managing risk against drone-related claims involves appreci-
ating the misunderstandings surrounding commercial drone flight. “We’re flying in private residential 
areas, and people are worried about their privacy being interrupted more than anything else,” LaBell 
said.

In June 2018, a resident adjacent to an inspection property accused Florida home inspector Frank 
Jensen of Coast 2 Coast Home Inspections of invading her privacy with his drone inspection. The 
resident called the police, wrote a one-star Google review on Jensen’s business page, and con-
tacted a lawyer, only to drop the charges four days later. (Read the full story here.)

To avoid distractions from and misunderstandings 
with curious neighbors, LaBell recommends putting 
flyers on neighbors’ front doors that briefly explain 
what’s going on. By explaining the nature of the 
inspection, how long it will take, what it will sound 
like and so on, LaBell finds that people are both less 
alarmed and more respectful.

One of the ways Martell has mitigated risk of com-
plaints is by keeping his drone focused on his 
inspection properties. “We’re only up just over the 
[inspection] house. We’re not going over neighbors’ 
properties or down the street for a big aerial shot,” 
Martell said.
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Bolton recommends mitigating your risk of such allegations by having copies of key documents on 
hand, such as your:

 •  license,
 •  flight plan,
 •  and VFR sectional chart

Having these documents available to show concerned neighbors—or, in worse cases, the police—
will allow you to speak with intelligence and authority regarding your drone inspection.

Using Drones for Inspections
Are you looking for a way to inspect inaccessible or unsafe roofs? Want to set your business apart 
and enhance your inspection reports’ presentation? Think adding another tool to your belt could 
help you offer more information to your clients?

If you answered “yes” to any of these questions, perhaps it’s time for your company to offer drone 
inspections.

This article also appeared on the InspectorPro website April 2020. Click HERE to view online 
version.

https://www.inspectorproinsurance.com/business/using-drones-for-inspections-should-you/
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BY JAKE LEWANDOWSKI

Sealing Foundation Cracks

On the Job
JLCONLINE.COM

While my family’s company, Great Lakes Builders, specializes 

in structural repairs, we are often called in to fix cracks in foun-

dations that don’t present any overt structural problems but do 

allow water infiltration and need to be sealed up to keep the base-

ment dry. That was the case on the job shown in this article. 

For this job, we used Simpson Strong-Tie’s Crack-Pac Flex-H2O, 

which is a lot easier to apply than some of the brands that we have 

sourced from concrete supply companies in our area. The Crack-Pac 

system uses an injection resin that reacts with moisture and expands, 

creating a flexible dam in cracks up to 1/4 inch wide. The installation 

method I’ll describe here ensures that we are able to get continuous 

coverage in the crack to provide a good seal and a clean job.

The basic process shown in the photos on the following pages 

begins with grinding down the surface near the crack. On this job, 

we are grinding through paint, but we do this even on unpainted 

concrete to remove dirt and surface particles to ensure a strong bond 
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Toby Bonilla of Great Lakes Builders grinds the surface of 

the foundation wall to ensure a strong bond with an epoxy 

dam material.

with the dam material (epoxy paste) that we will apply to hold the 

injection resin in place. For this work, we use a grinder with a vac-

uum shroud so we can be as dust-free as possible.

Using a rotary hammer, we drill a series of small (3/8-inch-diam-

eter) holes a few inches deep every 8 to 10 inches along the crack. Be-

fore installing the ports over these holes, we carefully vacuum out the 

crack and “chase” it with a small drill bit to remove any loose material.

Once the crack is prepped, we mix up the epoxy paste on a small 

piece of Lexan and carefully trowel it onto the base of the ports, 

being careful not to block them. We install these over each hole and 

then work the paste along the entire length of the crack, literally 

connecting the dots with paste applied about 3/16 inch thick in a 

1-inch-wide swath. The working time for Flex-H2O is a few minutes 

(that can vary due to environmental conditions), so we mix it in 

small batches. This short working time is one of the advantages. 

Other products can take much longer to set up, and we have had to 

hot-glue the ports in place so they would stick to the wall while the 

paste set up. The epoxy paste acts as a dam to hold the resin in. The 

soil holds the resin in on the other side of the foundation, but on 

above-grade sections, we have had to dam the crack (you can use hy-

draulic cement as a dam material, too), or even excavate the backfill 

to gain access to the crack and adequately contain the injected resin. 

We typically use plenty of paste on the crack, sometimes more than 

is recommended, to be sure we don’t have a blowout. The resin is not 

fun to clean up, to say the least.

Starting with the bottom port, we inject the resin until it be-

gins to come out the port above, and then work our way up to the 

last port, filling it until resin leaks out the top. We use Simpson 

Strong-Tie’s flush-mount ports, which have an O-ring that engages 

when the nozzle of the resin cartridge is pushed in, creating a good 

mechanical seal so there is no squeeze-out. The port also gets sealed 

off when you pull the nozzle out, which limits the dribble of resin. 

At the start, all the ports have to be pushed in to their open position.

The process for injecting a crack-sealing resin is almost identical 

to what we sometimes do to make structural repairs using injection 

epoxies. The difficulty with structural repairs, however, is that the 

epoxy usually holds, but stresses on the wall may cause another 

crack right alongside the epoxy repair. So structural jobs often in-

clude soil stabilization work to eliminate the stresses, and may also 

require steel plates or other methods to reinforce the wall.

JLC contributing editor Jake Lewandowski is a construction manager 

with his family’s business, Great Lakes Builders Inc., which specializes in 

structural repairs in Greater Chicago (greatlakesbuildersinc.com). 
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After drilling, Toby cleans out dust and loose debris from the holes and the crack (5). Working in small batches, he mixes a two-

part epoxy paste (6) and carefully applies this to the perimeter of an injection port (7). He is careful here to spread the paste only 

on the flange of each port, so it doesn’t clog the opening.

With the foundation wall surface free of paint and dirt (2), Toby starts at the bottom (3) and works his way up the crack (4), 

drilling a series of 3/8-inch-diameter holes every 8 to 10 inches. The injection ports will be placed over each of these holes.

3 42
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Connecting the dots, Toby spreads the epoxy paste along the length of the crack (11). The paste acts as a dam material to hold 

the resin in the crack (12). Toby starts at the bottom and works upward, injecting the resin until it begins to ooze out the port 

above. The top of the crack is left open so the resin can overflow, indicating the crack is filled (13). 

Toby sticks a port over each drilled hole (8, 9) and then begins spreading the paste around the port to seal it in (10). Epoxy paste 

has a short working time, which helps stick the ports in place.
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